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Dear Past Setters,

Re: David Kee, dob 25.12.1984

Following our recent conversations it has become clear to me that David needs your help.

David has been attending my clinic for some years and since 2006 has been obsessed with constructing
an Armchair Treasure Hunt and getting more teams participating.  This obsession intensified when he
was given the slot for the 2015 hunt.  David wanted his hunt to be the biggest ever and he subcontracted
most of the work to that shadowy organisation ATH Corp, the UK off-shoot of the Puzzle Palace Group.

At our most recent session David produced the completed hunt.  He was keen to tell me that he had
buried the treasure after our previous session and it was ready to go.  Unfortunately David then
proceeded to to destroy the completed hunt; cutting up pages, tearing pages and burning pages.  All the
time muttering “Yes - there really is buried treasure out there!” again and again.  David has now
entered a non-responsive state, although he is playing the saxophone.

It is my opinion that to get David out of this state we need to show him where he buried the treasure box.
Unfortunately it appears that David had the only paper copy of the hunt, everything else is held by ATH
Corp and they will only deal with David.  However, I have managed to rescue some of the damaged
pages (I may recover more) and I did manage to bug David’s journey when he buried the treasure box.

I am asking you and the teams that compete in the annual hunt to locate the treasure box.  I appreciate
the hunt is incomplete but I have the impression that you are a resourceful group.  I will be available
over the next few weeks if I can be of any assistance, please email me at GHF@actonhospital.co.uk or
call me on 0788 060 1409 for more urgent matters, e.g. if you have found the treasure box or it has been
disturbed.   It would be good for David to see progress towards locating the treasure box, so if any teams
are able to give me access to their workings during the search I will facilitate David’s involvement.

To complete David’s recovery he will need to work through the hunt repeatedly and so it would be
helpful if teams could submit to me their understanding of the hunt, and their treasure ticket number if
they find the box, by noon 12th January 2016.   Mark your submission as virgin if this is your first hunt,
David will be encouraged by new teams’ participation.  David was also hoping for global involvement,
so if you work out where the treasure is but are unable to visit the site then please let me know as soon as
possible.  Assuming you are successful I am sure that David will mark the submitted solutions and
arrange a prize giving for those that have helped him recover.

Yours sincerely

Enc:  Damaged pages from hunt & Treasure Box burial journey sound file
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